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Hardeman Basin Opportunity
Eagle Energy, Inc.
Eagle Energy, Inc. (“Eagle”) is offering for sale its oil and gas leasehold and related assets located in
Hardeman and Palo Pinto Counties, Texas, and Jackson County, Oklahoma. The assets offer an
attractive opportunity to acquire operated oil production with exposure to multiple oil-rich, stackedpay targets including the Atoka and Chappel Sands. Eagle has retained Detring Energy Advisors as
its exclusive advisor relating to the transaction.
Location Map | North Texas(1)

Low Cost Prod.
~600 Net Boed (93% Oil)
 ~$5MM NTM PDP cash flow(2)
– 1.3 MMBoe PDP net res. (92% oil)
– ~$21MM PDP PV-10%
 Low cost operations at ~$10/boe
lifting cost after op. improvements
 Low decline PDP production
– <10% annual decline over 5 years
 69 active producers
– 60 operated, 9 non-operated
– 22 horizontal, 47 vertical

~27,000 Net Acre Position
(Hardeman Basin)
 Primary targets for development are
the Atoka conglomerate and Chappel
carbonate formations
 ~250 sq. mi. of licensed 3D seismic
across the Hardeman Basin position
to maximize opportunities
 Considerable infrastructure including
gas gathering and SWD system
including lines and 3 active SWD wells
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Robust Undeveloped
Opportunities
 21 Horizontal Atoka locations
identified with dozens more to add
as development continues
– ~70% rate of return
 13 Vertical Atoka/Chappel Loc.
 12 Well PDNP Workover Program
– Low cost, highly economic
opportunity for meaningful nearterm production uplift
– $1.9MM NPV10 at a cost of
$1.1MM in capital
 Additional Mississippian St. Louis
development adjacent to Eagle
1. Palo Pinto acreage and wells not shown
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2. Cash flow, reserves, and PV figures at 1/9/2019 5-year NYMEX strip pricing
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Eagle anticipates PSA execution and closing by mid-March and the end of April, respectively.
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Please contact Melinda Faust to request a confidentiality agreement or to learn more about this opportunity.
Please route all communications through Detring and do not contact Eagle directly.
This Information Flyer is based on material provided by Eagle Energy, Inc. and its affiliates (“Seller”) and is offered to interested parties for the sole purpose of providing an overview of an
opportunity to acquire certain of the Seller's assets (the "Transaction"). This Information Flyer is delivered on behalf of Seller by Detring & Associates, LLC ("Advisor"). The information contained
in this Information Flyer ("Information") is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an obligation by Seller to enter into any future transaction. The Information should not be relied
upon by the recipient in considering the Transaction, and the recipient should consider its own financial situation when evaluating the Transaction. This Information Flyer does not constitute
investment, legal, financial, tax, accounting or other counsel of any kind, and the recipient should conduct its own independent examination and assessment of the Information, including obtaining
investment, legal, tax, accounting and such other counsel as it considers suitable. Seller may change or otherwise modify the transaction process at any time without notice to the recipient,
including but not limited to accepting any proposal at any point in time, altering the dates of the process, or terminating the process completely without defining any reason and without any liability
to any interested party. Advisor and its directors, employees, consultants and agents ("Group") make no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability of
the contents of this Information Flyer or any Information provided during the course of the Transaction process. The Information has been prepared on the basis of publicly accessible information
and material made available to Advisor by Seller. Advisor has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy or completeness of all such information, which does not
claim to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that may be relevant to the Transaction. The recipient acknowledges that conditions may change and that the Information may become
out-of-date as a result. Advisor is under no obligation to update or correct this Information. Seller and Advisor are under no obligation to provide the recipient with access to any further
information. Seller and Group shall have no liability for any representations (expressed or implied) other than, in the case of Seller, those given by Seller in the purchase and sale agreement, for
any written or oral communications with any Interested Parties in the course of their review of the Transaction, or for any implied terms or obligations arising from operation of law or otherwise. To
the maximum extent permitted by law, no member of the Group accepts any liability (including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any of them) for any
loss whatsoever arising from the use of this Information Flyer or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it or from the use of any Information provided throughout the course of the
Transaction procedure. Certain statements contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements which involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results to differ
materially from the projected or expected events or results implied or conveyed in such forward-looking statements. In particular, statements regarding oil and gas reserves may include the
implied assessment that the resources described can be profitably produced in the future, based on certain estimates and assumptions. No constituent of the Group represents or warrants that
such forward-looking statements will be achieved or will prove to be correct. Actual future results and operations could vary materially from the forward-looking statements. Similarly, no
representation or warranty is made that the assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are based may be reasonable. No audit, review or verification has been undertaken by the
Group or an independent third party of the assumptions, data, results, calculations and forecasts presented or referred to herein. The recipient acknowledges that neither it nor Advisor intends
that Advisor acts or be responsible as a fiduciary to the recipient, its management, stockholders, creditors or any other person. Each of the recipient and Advisor, by accepting and providing this
Information Flyer respectively, expressly disclaims any fiduciary relationship and agrees that the recipient is responsible for making its own independent judgments with respect to any transaction
and any other matters regarding this Information Flyer. Subsequent modifications may be provided as required.

